Kitchen Hood – Commercial Permit Guidelines

(and/or Steamer)

Mechanical, Class A, & Class B A/C contractors may apply for permit.

- Miscellaneous application
- Four (4) copies of floor plan showing location
- Four (4) copies of the manufacturing specs including installation requirements
- NOC required if value is $2500 or greater

Description:
- Business Name, Unit #, any pertinent info

Route to: OFFICE USE ONLY
  Fire Mechanical

Processing: OFFICE USE ONLY
- Type: Kitchen Hood
- Subtype: Commercial

Inspections:
- Notice of Commencement (NOC) 10
- HVAC Rough (012) 20
- Fire Final Misc. Non 1 & 2 Fam. (302) 20
- HVAC Final (042) 30
- Other Inspections may be added during plan review

Fees:
- Kitchen Hood Commercial $180.00
- Fire Dept Fee varies ($7.85/1000 OR $40 min)
- Surcharge YES

Expiration:
- Six (6) months
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